An algorithm for a safe generation of the table of expected reflections in the Arndt-Wonnacott rotation camera is given. It relies upon classic quadratic matrix algebra. Some mathematical theorems are recalled. This algorithm is part of a series of programs developed at Orsay for the treatment of rotation-camera photographs.
Introduction
Generating a rotation-camera diffraction pattern seems at first to be a very easy problem: in fact it consists only in making the three Miller indices vary from some 'lower bound' up to some 'upper bound', checking that each index combination is near enough to the Ewald sphere, and computing the position of the corresponding spot on the film.
In fact, there is no difficulty when the sample is a simple crystal, i.e. having only tens or a few hundreds of atoms in its cell, but the difficulty arises when the number of atoms and subsequently the number of necessary reflections reaches some hundreds of thousands, as in protein crystallography. Then, Miller indices varying from -50 to + 50 are usual, so that the useful part of the reciprocal lattice consists of millions of nodes, while only a few thousands of spots are really recorded on a single film.
It is therefore unwise to make the three Miller indices vary from their respective absolute lower bounds to their upper bounds, since it would consume a significant amount of computer time, 99-5% of which could be wasted in trying reciprocal nodes that are desperately far off the Ewald sphere. This is apparently the case for the Munich system (Schwager, 1975) .
An original algorithm, initially developed at the MRC Laboratory of Molecular Biology (Nyborg & Wonnacott, 1977; Wonnacott & Horsnell, 1975) , and which has been intensively used* by the customers of the Service de Microdensitom&rie du CNRS, consists in starting from the origin of the reciprocal lattice *The program is usually named GENERT.
(which is on the Ewald sphere) and making the Miller indices hierarchically step back and forth, inverting the stepping direction each time one comes out of the Ewald sphere (owing to crystal rotation and beam divergence, both the reciprocal nodes and the Ewald sphere have non-zero thicknesses). This method is clever indeed, but unfortunately it sometimes fails when tricky conditions appear, resulting in the current set of indices running away until some overflow occurs. The fact that we were not able to correct the trouble is of course not a proof that no safe algorithm of this kind does exist, but it led us to think of another method for scanning the intersections of the Ewald sphere and the reciprocal lattice.
In fact, other kinds of algorithms have been developed: the Harvard system (Crawford, 1975) computes intersections of lattice lines with the Ewald sphere but, as it is quoted by Nyborg & Wonnacott, it does not seem to optimize the variation of the two indices defining the lattice line under study.
I. Principle of the generation algorithm
Firstly, a choice is made of the Miller index that shall have the slowest variation.t Let hm, hn, hp be the three Miller indices ordered by increasing variation speed; a permutation table then gives the corresponding h, k, l indices, ordered in the canonical crystallographic fashion.
Then, as will be explained below, the extreme values of the slowest index h,,, are computed mathematically for the extreme positions of the reciprocal lattice, taking account of both the beam divergence and the angular rotation of the crystal. This is done under two inequality constraints, namely: -the reciprocal lattice is limited to a sphere, centered . at the reciprocal-lattice origin, and of radius d .... -the generated pattern is limited on the film to a circle of radius Rma x owing to the rotation-camera geometry.
"t'This choice affects mainly the order of the generated reflection file, which has an influence upon the efficiency of the spot integration routine, usually named MOSCO; with our geometry, it is convenient to choose the slowest index running parallel to the rotation axis. 0021-8898/85/040253-05501.50 GEOMETRICAL PROBLEMS RELATED TO THE ROTATION CAMERA. I In practice, both these constraints, combined with the Ewald sphere, result in a unique linear constraint, as will be explained later.
Once the variation range of hm has been computed, it is necessary to compute the variation range of the next Miller index h,, which is similar to the previous problem, except that we have now to deal with two constraints of distinct kind: -the inequality constraint related to d*ax and Rmax; -the equality constraint owing to the value of h,,, fixed in the outer loop.
Once two indices hm and h, have been fixed, the variation of the third one is determined in a different way since it does not consist any more in a unique segment bound by inequalities but in two segments corresponding to the intersections of a thick and moving straight line with the Ewald sphere. Both intersections of the straight line defined by h m and h, fixed in the outer loops with the Ewald sphere are then computed for each extreme position of the reciprocal lattice, owing to beam divergence and crystal oscillation; this normally gives a variation domain for hp consisting in two distinct intervals but, if some abnormal condition occurs (e.g. the straight line does not cut the Ewald sphere for some position of the lattice) the variation interval becomes unique and bound by the extreme solutions of hp calculated.
Finally, each generated possible reflection is computed, and those that do not fulfil some quality conditions are duly flagged.
Before going into the details of the present algorithm, we feel it useful to recall some algebraic theorems -which do not seem to be well known to many crystallographers -concerning intersections of planes, ellipsoids,* constraints and extrema.
II. Some mathematics
The present section is dedicated to the following problem:
Compute the extrema of a linear function L of the space vector under: -a quadratic equality constraint, -zero, one or several linear equality constraints, -one linear inequality constraint.
II.1. About linear inequalities
The problem with an inequality can be solved in two steps:
(a) solve the problem ignoring the inequality: if that solution happens to fulfil the inequality the problem is solved.
(b) if the inequality is not fulfilled, then solve the problem considering the inequality as an equality.
If there are several inequalities, the problem becomes combinatorial; fortunately, this is not the case here. 
II.2. Extremum of a linear function L(r) under one quadratic constraint and Q linear constraints
where the superscript + denotes N + Q-dimensional vectors and matrices, this set of equations can now be formalized in a more compact form: (4a) This system, which is of second degree with respect to r +, is not easy to solve directly; it must therefore be *Indeed we are concerned here only with spheres but spheres in non-cubic crystal coordinates behave just like ellipsoids in normal coordinates.
tWe use bold type to represent line vectors, and overbars for matrices. The. symbol denotes the transposition of the following vector or matrix; hence it denotes the dot product when between two vectors.
transformed to get only one scalar second degree unknown. This is done by multiplying (6a) by [,a,+]-i B++ r + and subtracting it from (6b). This leads to" the n~w system: 
The system (8) (1 1)
II.3. Validity conditions
The matrix A + must be invertible. If the matrix ,a, is duly positive definite, this can fail if the linear constraints are not independent.
The matrix Mmust be invertible. This can fail if at and the constraints are not independent.
The iteration process (9) must converge; this depends upon the sign of A (7d), which must be positive (note the similarity with the discriminant of a second degree equation). If this term were negative, this would simply mean that either the given ellipsoid was imaginary (no risk with an Ewald sphere, unless an error happened in some calculation) or the constraint plane or straight line does not hit the ellipsoid.
An interesting point to be noted is that the present algorithm works quite well with N-1 linear constraints, in which case the solutions are the intersections of the straight line with the ellipsoid.
II.4. Practical programming
Seeking the extremum of a linear function L(r) can be implemented as a rather simple procedure called EXTREMUM. It accepts seven arguments: A, B, C, at, 9, K, Q; the number of dimensions of the r space is parametrized; it returns three results: Lmin, Lmax, the corresponding values of r, and a 'completion code' indicating various fail conditions (singular matrices, no intersection, too many constraints).
Another procedure named EXTREMX deals with the inequality constraint. It uses the same kind of arguments, except that 9 and K have an additional Q + 1-th component, corresponding to the inequality constraint. It calls EXTREMUM first with Q constraints (the equality constraints); if at least one of the extrema violates the inequality, it calls EXTREMUM again with Q + 1 instead of Q and replaces one or two violating extrema by the corresponding new one.t
III. Application to rotation camera pattern generation

III.1. Some notations
r=(x, y, z) denotes a position in the coordinate system attached to the crystal, x is parallel to the average X-ray beam, z is parallel to the rotation axis, and y is the third axis, so that the coordinate system is direct.
~Px, ~Py, q~z denote rotation angles around the x, y, z axes respectively, defining the orientation of the crystal. r* = (x*, y*, z*) denotes a position in the reciprocalspace coordinate system attached to the crystal, x*, y*, z* are defined along the same axes as x, y, z.
X, Y or R denote positions on the film; the X axis on the film is parallel to the x axis of the crystal, and Y axis on the film is parallel to the z axis of the crystal.
D is the crystal-to-film distance. a*, b*, c* are the vectors defining the reciprocal cell of the crystal. Reciprocal space coordinates are dimensionless (i.e. expressed in r.l.u.).
h= (h, k, l) is a possibly fractional Miller-index vector, defining a position r* =h. b (12) hl=-h; hz =k; h3-1 (13) the components of b being the projections of the cell vectors a*, b*, c* on the x, y, z coordinate system. The actual value of this matrix can easily be derived from the initial crystal setting by applying some rotation matrices, which need not be detailed here.
III.2. The dma,, constraint
This contraint is at first quadratic:
tThe Fortran 77 listings are available from the author on request -8 pages. 
Obviously, (16) and (18) are not linearly independent, so that only one linear inequality constraint has to be considered:
IliA. Determining the extrema of the Miller indices 
[~ox, q~y + A x, ~Oz. e,a + A r].
Next, the value of C is obviously C=O.
at takes the values (1, 0, 0), (0, 1, 0) or (0, 0, 1) de-pending upon the Miller index whose extrema are seeked. The expressions for 9 and K depend on the stage of the variation algorithm.
-Variation of the outer loop index h,,. The value of at is determined by the choice of the index h, k or l that controls the outer loop, that is, by the value of m; this can be formalized using classical Kronecker symbols (i.e. (~ioj is equal to 1 when i=j and to 0 in the other cases) so that at = (fire, 1, 6,,, 2, 
Since each of the four extreme crystal positions gives two extrema, the starting value of h,,, is the minimum of the eight possible values; the ending value is the maximum of those eight values.
-Variation of the intermediate loop index h,.
at = (6., 1, 6.. z, 6.. 3).
EXTREMX is called with Q = 1 and K = (--hm, -X*min) (28) (a.,l •m,2 am, 3~
Since each of the four extreme crystal positions gives two extrema, as previously, the starting value of h, is the minimum of the eight possible values; the ending value is the maximum of those eight values, when they exist.
-Variation of the inner loop index hp. In the present case, the X'in inequality cannot be introduced in the equation set. One has only to introduce two constraints related to the values of h,, and h, and compute the intersections. In order to avoid any singularity problems using the common routine EXTREMUM (and not EXTREMX), it is wise to set at = ((~p. 1' (~p. 2' (~p, 3) 
Then EXTREMUM is called with 
This produces two sets (distinguished by the sign of p) of four possible intersections. If the total number of intersections is 0, this means that no extreme lattice line cuts the Ewald sphere: no reflection is generated. If the total number of intersections ranges from one to seven, this means that some limit condition is happen-ing: then hp will scan a single continuous interval, from the lowest to the highest of its solutions. If the total number of intersections is exactly eight, then two sets of four are separated according to # and hp will scan two intervals delimited by the extreme values within each set.
In practice, it is wise to increase slightly the range of the extreme positions defined in (22) in order to add to the list of reflections those that are near enough to the Ewald sphere and are likely to have non-zero recorded intensities in the case of some inaccuracies in the given values of the reciprocal parameters and of the crystal orientation angles. This is taken into account in our implementation by adding optionally some additional virtual divergence angles to Ax and Ay; this results in the inclusion of up to 10% additional reflections in the generated list, the expected recorded fraction of which is set to 0%.
Besides, it can be noted that (20), (30) and (32) are independent of both the crystal orientation and the actual value of hp; hence the matrices/~+ and /V/can be evaluated and inverted outside the hp loop: this optimization reduces the computing time by a factor of at least four. This implies that the EXTREMUM procedure is divided into two parts, the first one computing the matrices, the second one dealing with the current values of the second members B, B ÷, S(/0.
IV. Implementation
The present algorithm has been introduced in a new program, replacing the GENERT program in the Cambridge system framework. It runs off-line on a Hewlett-Packard HP1000-A900 computer under RTE-A(VC +). This computer is also used to control the microdensitometer, but film images are stored in the mass memory, so that the same computer performs all functions independently.
This new program is slightly slower than the original algorithm of Wonnacott & Horsnell but we did not want to optimize it too much for the sake of source program clarity and in order to avoid the risk of introducing errors that would have been detected only after months of use.
It has now been used for several months, generating a hundred patterns for three crystals: a monoclinic crystal with parameters up to 80 A and approximately 2200 reflections per film, an orthorhombic crystal with parameters up to 200.~ and approximately 4000 reflections per film, and a hexagonal crystal with parameters up to 400 A and approximately 7300 reflections per film.
